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When today was the future

Back to the 
2018 world



Challenges and opportunities of the macroeconomic environment
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Key challenges Long-term opportunities

• Capital abundance 

• Cyber, climate change

• Low interest rates; divergence of 
Central Bank policies

• Re-nationalisation and regulatory 
fragmentation

• Growing risk pools 

• High Growth Markets                 

• Closing the protection gap

• Innovation to expand the scope of 
insurability
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Insured vs uninsured losses
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Insured losses Uninsured losses 10-year moving average insured losses 10-year moving average total economic losses
Economic losses = insured + uninsured losses
Source: Swiss Re Institute



Global nat cat and weather protection gap: USD 180 billion and growing
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Latin 
America 

USD 14bn

Middle 
East / 
Africa 

USD 20bn

Europe 
USD 30bn

ANZ 
USD 1bn

Wildfire
Ever-present in forest 
and grassland regions

Flood
Wide-reaching 
and frequent

Earthquake
Many people live in proximity to 
areas of intense seismic activity 

North
America 

USD 35bn

Asia 
USD 81bn



Earthquake risk in Eastern Canada
Mind the shakes
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70% of the 
population of 

Quebec lives in 
seismic regions

Solutions to narrow the protection gap require 
stronger awareness:

 Build public consciousness of the risk

Demonstrate the benefits of insurance as a risk 
mitigation tool

A major earthquake near Quebec City could 
have devastating impact as only 3.4% of 
homeowners in the east have cover

Global earthquake related protection gap 
estimated at USD 80bn



Wildfires
Spread accelerated by climate-influenced conditions
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Fire seasons 
have been 

observed to last 
longer with 

more frequent 
large fires

Risk is included in standard homeowner's insurance 
policies 

Modelling wildfire risk is challenging given the 
unpredictability of the role humans play in both 
initiating and suppressing wildfire activity

The 2016 Fort McMurray wildfire resulted in 
Canada's largest insured loss ever. 
In July 2017, more than 1 300 fires in British 
Columbia burned more than 1 200 000 
hectares of land 

2017 insured wildfire events losses were 
highest ever at more than USD 13 bn



Product design Distribution and 
sales Underwriting Business 

management Claims

Technological advancement along the value chain
Technology allows both a deeper understanding of risks and new services for clients
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Parametric insurance Contextual sales Automation Contracts intelligence Early warning

Solutions across the value chain

 Leverage technology to better engage with the consumer, understand risk, and increase efficiency

Data scientists and business function teams partner to deliver solutions for concrete client needs or internal 
problems across the value chain



Smart policy
Instant 

claims trigger
Immediate 

payout

80 min 
delay

Claims trigger

Reporting agent

Payout   10,600

Payout

10,600

buy  9.90

cancelation

delay

diversion

cover

Flight delay
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Swiss Re’s digital parametric platform
Dynamic pricing and end-to-end integration

Digitization 
creates 

significant 
opportunities



Our industry is experiencing unprecedented change: 

 Opportunity to reflect on risk scenarios, loss drivers, and 

business models

 Understanding risk and its behavior, and loss prevention and 

mitigation are two sides of the same coin

 Strong need to build public awareness on the importance of 

prevention and mitigation

 Technological advancement and digitization are transforming 

how we engage with customers and conduct business

We at SwissRe are ready to work with our partners in insurance and beyond who share 
our vision to make the world more resilient

It's a unique chance to 

eradicate poverty, 

narrow the protection  

gap and propel 

economic growth
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Legal notice
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©2018 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public purposes 
without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of 
the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information used 
was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy 
or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy and completeness 
thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation is expressly excluded. Under no circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group 
companies be liable for any financial or consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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